Abstract-We propose a peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming system that multicasts live video as well as provides the live video as Video-on-Demand (VoD) during the live session. The proposed system allows users to individually pause and resume a live video stream, and to view video that was streamed before the particular user joined the session. Since live video content naturally results in many users watching it online at the same time, the P2P concept is leveraged to reduce server load.
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We extend our Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) protocol, originally designed for live video multicast, to support playback control. To achieve this in a P2P fashion, peers store received video packets in their local buffer and forward them at a later time when requested by other peers, which is called time-shifted streaming. To understand interaction between live and time-shifted traffic, we analyze video availability of the proposed system, which refers to how many peers possess video contents of a particular position. Motivated by the analysis, we propose fast prefetching and a parent selection scheme suitable for fast prefetching in order to further reduce server load by disseminating video quickly. Fast prefetching is possible because the relaxed transfer deadline of time-shifted streams and peers' extra uplink bandwidths are exploited. With simulations and mathematical analysis, it is shown that fast prefetching not only alleviates the requirement of server bandwidth by expediting video dissemination, but also mitigates video disruption due to peer churn.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two primary forms of video streaming are live streaming and video-on-demand (VoD). Live streaming often implies multicast communications as many users concurrently watch video. Video-on-demand, on the other hand, has been achieved by unicast communications because the temporal correlation among video segments users watch tends to be low. In this paper, we propose a P2P streaming system that allows viewers to individually pause a live video stream, rewind (even to contents prior to their time of joining), and jump forward (to contents beyond the current point of playback), which allows for the VoD of a live stream. As viewers watch the same content at a different time in a rather short time scale, the proposed P2P system exploits high temporal correlation among users' viewing points in time. The potential benefits from high temporal correlation among user arrival times for P2P VoD systems are well studied in [1] . In the proposed system, peers store received video in their local buffer. If a peer rewinds or jumps forward to content not present in its local buffer, the required video segment is retrieved from other peers. The video, buffered at some peer(s), is then streamed to the requesting peer asynchronously with respect to the live stream emanating from the server. To keep track of the video contents at peers, the peer database at the source peer is augmented with additional information of peers. The protocol is changed to be able to handle additional fields, such as a video position or a time stamp. This is called time-shifted streaming.
As mentioned earlier, the concept of time-shifting in a live session is closely related to asynchronous video streaming in VoD systems. VoD systems allow users to select and watch video content on demand. With playback control, also known as trick mode, users can also pause a video stream, rewind to an arbitrary position, and fast forward. Unlike live video, video files requested ondemand are pre-encoded and stored at video servers. If the available uplink bandwidth at the sender exceeds the video bitrate, the user can receive video faster than the play-back speed [2] . Traditionally VoD services were provided by servers. For instance, Chaining [3] and Patching [4] employ media servers and IP multicast, where IP multicast is used to reduce server workload. The authors of [5] study trade-off between the system profit and user experiences in a near-VoD system. In [6] , patching and batching of server-based VoD service are augmented by taking into consideration heterogeneity in receivers.
As in server-based live streaming, servers deployed for VoD services may fail in the presence of a large population of users. Thus, many P2P-based VoD systems have been proposed to achieve scalable services. In order to achieve low workload on servers, the resources in the P2P network are leveraged for efficiently taking advantage of uplink bandwidth and storage contributed by peers [7] - [10] . For VCR-like operation (temporal random access), either distribution overlay is combined with lookup overlay [7] , [8] , or a separate look-up overlay is built to avoid a central look-up service [11] - [13] . In [9] , [14] , [15] , viewers are able to watch a pre-recorded video from the beginning of the content. Dynamic Skip List [8] and oStream [7] provide users random temporal access to video content. The mesh-based P2P VoD systems are studied in [16] - [18] . The authors of [15] exploit the extra uplink bandwidths and peer storages by downloading video faster than playback speed. In [19] , a user-log based prefetching algorithm is proposed. PPB, Peer-toPeer Batching, combines peer-to-peer and IP multicast by using IP multicast for batching while a peer-to-peer network is used to provide the initial portion of video to new peers [20] . In [21] , the authors propose a tree-based system that constructs dynamic multicast trees, called Jtree. The J-tree structure explicitly distinguishes the live multicast tree and playback trees that are implicitly built in our system. DRPSS, presented in [22] , also supports live and time-shifted streaming in a single system based on the Distributed Hash Table overlay. P2TSS [23] supports time-shifted streaming in a live broadcast. In P2TSS, peers have two separate buffers; a buffer for local video playback and a shared buffer for serving time-shifted streams to other peers. The contents of the shared buffer do not change once the buffer becomes full of the received video. Unlike P2TSS, our system requires a single buffer to store the incoming video stream regardless of its shift in time (e.g., live or time-shifted stream).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) protocol [24] . In Section III, SPPM is extended to support time-shifted streaming. Section IV presents the analysis of video availability, which represents how many peers possess video contents of a particular position. In Section V, we describe fast prefetching to improve video availability. Fast prefetching allows peers to disseminate video faster. To facilitate video dissemination with fast prefetching, a new parent selection algorithm, called maximum throughput, is proposed and its effects are demonstrated with extensive simulations in Section VI.
II. STANFORD PEER-TO-PEER MULTICAST
Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) is a P2P system that achieves low-latency and robustness in live video multicast. Like in [25] , [26] , SPPM adopts the push approach for low-latency data dissemination. The push approach requires a persistent route among peers. This route is built by connecting a pair of peers using unicast connections, such as TCP or UDP. Since unicast connections are established on top of the IP layer, the collection of the unicast connections is often called an overlay. Each data path, a chain of peers in the overlay, starts from the server. On the data path, all intermediate peers act as both parents and children; peers that relay video packets are the parents of the peers that receive the packets. Peers that receive video packets are the children of the peers that relay the packets. When a parent peer can relay packets to more than one child peer, then the path naturally evolves from a chain to a tree structure, with the server being the root and peers being intermediate nodes and bottom nodes. Note that the desired distribution structure becomes a spanning tree because no packet needs to visit the same peer more than once. Fig. 1 illustrates an example overlay in which two complementary trees are constructed among a small group of peers. Typically, we use 4 to 8 trees, and peer groups might be much larger [27] . As peers join the system, the trees are incrementally constructed in a distributed manner. When a new peer contacts the video source, the video source replies with session information, such as the number of multicast trees and the video bit rate. It also sends a list of candidate parents randomly chosen from the table of participating peers it maintains. The new peer then probes each candidate parent to know about their current status. After receiving probe replies, the best candidate parent is selected and contacted for each tree by minimizing the height of the distribution tree. Once the selected candidate parent accepts the attachment request, a data connection is established between the parent and the new peer. After data transmission starts, each child peer periodically sends hello messages to their parents. When a peer leaves the system ungracefully, its parents detect it by observing consecutive missing hello messages, and stop forwarding video to the child. The departing peer's children notice that neither video packets nor a response to hello messages arrive. Each abandoned child then initiates procedure to connect to a different parent node in the tree.
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Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast To provide the best video quality despite congestion and peer churn, SPPM employs sender-driven packet scheduling [28] in conjunction with receiver-driven retransmission requests [29] . Acting as a relay, each peer schedules the next packet to forward by comparing the importance of packets in its output queue. As a receiver, each peer evaluates the importance of missing packets by computing the expected video quality improvement if the corresponding frame is received before its playout deadline. Retransmission requests of selected missing packets are then sent to alternative parents. This NACKbased retransmission is advantageous as packet error rate is often not stationary over time nor uniform among peers. Since packet losses typically occur in rare bursts, such feedback error control is generally superior to forward error control. Feedback implosion, prohibiting feedback error control in network-layer multicast, is not an issue for a P2P overlay because retransmissions are handled locally between a parent and a child peer.
III. TIME-SHIFTED STREAMING In this section, SPPM is extended to allow users to control their playback in the time domain [30] . With playback control, also known as trick mode in videoon-demand systems, peers can individually pause a live video stream, rewind to an arbitrary position (even to contents prior to their time of joining), and fast forward until the latest position of the live video. In the extended SPPM, peers cache the received video in their local buffer. For pause/resume, the locally cached video can be played back at a later time. When a peer rewinds or jumps forward to content not present in its local buffer, the requested video segment, buffered at some peer(s), is streamed to the peer asynchronously unlike the live stream being multicast to peers. This is called time-shifted streaming. As we will see later, SPPM supports both the live stream and time-shifted streams while keeping the system's scalability.
While extending the SPPM system for time-shifted streaming, the fundamental architecture of the system is kept intact so that live video multicast is seamlessly supported. In this section, we describe only the system extensions added to the existing architecture.
A. Preliminaries
As in live stream multicast, the video server (source peer) starts to stream a live video starting at time 0. Let V (x) denote a video frame associated with position x in time, x ≥ 0. The live video emanating from the server at time t is thus represented by V (t). A time-shifted stream is represented by
Suppose that a new peer or an existing peer requests video V (x) at time t. If the peer requests the live video V (t), the peer is called LS peer. If the peer requests a time-shifted stream V (t − d), 0 < d ≤ t, then the peer is called TS peer. For LS peers, the live video is immediately relayed from peer to peer. For TS peers, the live stream must be delayed by time d somewhere in the system, either at the server or at the peers. Delayed streaming, or time-shifted streaming, is achieved by storing past video packets in peers' buffers while they watch the video 1 and 1 A peer shares its storage only when it participates in a session. For a typical two hour-long video stream encoded at 600 kbps, about 540 MB of storage is required. This is a moderate space requirement considering today's typical personal computers.
transmitting them when requested.
The time-video plot in Fig. 2 illustrates the trajectories of the live stream, Peer 1 (LS peer), and Peer 2 (TS peer). The trajectories indicate the video contents stored at the peers over time. The vertical axis represents the time stamp of video frames (a time stamp is the time when a video frame is encoded at the server). In Fig. 2 , Peer 1 requests the live video V (t 1 ) at time t 1 . Its video trajectory overlaps the live stream trajectory. At time t 2 , Peer 2 requests the video starting from V (x 2 ). Since the requested video is stored at Peer 1, Peer 2 can obtain the video delayed by t 2 − x 2 from Peer 1. 
B. Peer Database
In the system, peers collectively form a distributed video storage. To facilitate the use of the videos stored by peers, locating video among peers is essential. To locate the video of a particular position, the video server maintains a database comprising each peer's identifier, the time the video is requested, the time stamp of the initial video frame, and the time stamp of the latest video stored in the peer's buffer. The latest time stamp is estimated by the server based on each peer's initial video position and request time. Estimation by the server reduces the amount of control traffic between the server and peers by truncating the number of buffer state updates. To prevent the estimation from deviating too far from the actual buffer states, peers may report their buffer state intermittently (see Section V-A).
C. Video Request and Connection Set-up
When a new peer joins or an existing peer seeks a video of a particular position, it sends a query requesting a certain video position to the server. The server refers to the peer database it maintains. It returns a list of randomly chosen parent candidates whose video buffer may contain the requested (possibly time-shifted) video. The peer then probes each parent candidate to learn about the candidates' current status, including time stamps of the stored video and available bandwidth. After the peer receives probe replies, it selects and requests for each multicast tree the best parent candidate that will accept it as a child. We discuss parent selection criteria in detail in Section V. Once the parent candidates accept the video request, data connections are established between the parents and the child.
D. Asynchronous Video Transmission
Connections established for time-shifted streaming are different from connections that constitute the live video multicast trees. In the latter case, packets are immediately relayed to the next hop in the multicast tree, whereas in the former, packets are asynchronously relayed over the time-shifted streaming connection. Multiple complementary trees are the basis of data dissemination in SPPM. As LS peers, TS peers receive packets from multiple parents. Parents asynchronously relay video packets to their TS peers by ensuring that a packet travels along the tree designated to itself.
A parent peer dedicates a streaming window for each TS child peer. Fig. 3 shows a streaming window of a TS child that requests video from position x 1 at time t 1 . The lower end of the window, denoted by W L , is the oldest video packet the parent can transmit. Since packets that are past their display time (called the play-out deadline) are not decoded at the child, the value of W L is set to the minimum of the initial video position in time and of the time stamp of the video frame displayed at the child. The upper end of the window, denoted by W U , corresponds to the time stamp of the latest video packet the parent can send. The value of W U is selected in such a way that the child's downlink is not congested by the parent, and the child does not suffer from buffer underflow. The parent regularly searches for packets whose time stamps are between W L and W U in its video buffer. In addition, only packets that belong to the parent's tree ID are selected to construct the corresponding substream.
To avoid duplicate transmission, the history of transmitted packets is maintained for a finite period of time. Selected packets are marked with their play-out deadline and put into the network output queue. The output queue sorts video packets according to their play-out deadline. Therefore, urgent packets, such as retransmitted packets or live video packets, are sent earlier than packets with a relaxed deadline, such as packets in time-shifted streams.
At a child peer, packets that belong to different substreams may arrive out-of-order. Once received, packets are ordered according to their positions in the video stream before being passed to the video decoder.
E. Recovery from Disconnect
After video transmission starts, each child peer periodically sends hello messages to its parents. When a peer leaves the system ungracefully, its parents detect this by observing consecutive missing hello messages and stop forwarding video to the child. The departing peer's children notice that neither video packets nor responses to Figure 3 . A streaming window for a TS child that requests video from position x 1 at time t 1 . W L is its lower end and W U is its upper end. B is the pre-roll delay of play-out at the child. Packets whose time stamps fit in the streaming window are transmitted unless they have been sent already.
hello messages arrive. Each abandoned child then initiates a recovery procedure to connect to a different parent node in the tree. During the recovery procedure, LS peers request the latest portion of the video in order to keep endto-end transmission delay as low as possible. TS peers, on the other hand, request the next position of the video they received if the position was ahead of their playback position. Otherwise, TS children request the playback position of the video.
IV. ANALYSIS OF VIDEO AVAILABILITY
This section presents the analysis of the availability of time-shifted video segments among peers, which is closely associated with system scalability. High video availability lessens the need for making a connection to the server, thereby reducing server load. The analysis also sheds light on the interaction between live and time-shifted streams. Suppose that peers join the system according to a Poisson process N (t) with rate λ [31] . Their lifetime follows an exponential distribution 2 with parameter µ (1/µ is the average peer lifetime). We assume that the probability that the next peer is an LS peer follows a Bernoulli process with parameter α. When a TS peer requests a video, its video access pattern is assumed to be uniform. This assumption allows us to be free from any particular video content and it provides the worst-case study because overlaps between peers' buffered contents are minimized, which results in minimizing the video availability. Based on this assumption, the position x is selected, at time t, uniformly between 0 and t. We further assume that a peer always receives the video it requests, by connecting either to another peer or to the video server.
Let M (t, x; λ, µ, α) denote the number of peers possessing the video at position x at time t. To analyze the availability of video contents among peers, we compute the expected value of M (t, x; λ, µ, α), given by
where N (t) represents the number of peers that have arrived at the system between 0 and time t. Given N (t) = i, since N (t) is a Poisson process, peers' arrival times S 1 , . . . , S i , considered unordered random variables, are distributed independently and uniformly in the interval [0, t] [34] . This allows us to study each peer's behavior independently regardless of peers' join sequence. Consider a peer that joins the system between 0 and t. Let p denote the probability that the peer is still present and possesses video at position x at time t. Then, E{M (t, x; λ, µ, α)} in (1) can be rewritten as
We compute p by considering the cases of TS peer arrivals and LS peer arrivals separately. Suppose that a peer arrives at time s, s ≤ t. If it is a TS peer, then it contains video at position x at time t only when its arrival (or request) time and its requested video position are inside the area surrounded by (0, 0), (t − x, 0), (t, x), and (x, x) on the time-video plot in Fig. 4 . One can easily check this by drawing a video trajectory (in parallel with the live stream trajectory) from any point inside the area until time t and examine whether the trajectory passes or touches the horizontal line drawn from (0, x) to (t, x). Note that the video is not available above the live stream trajectory. Let g(s; t, x) denote the probability that a TS peer joining at time s contains the video x at time t. The value of g(s; t, x) is 1 when 0 ≤ s ≤ (t − x), (t − x)/s when (t − x) < s ≤ x, and (t − s)/s when x < s < t, respectively. Based on the exponential distribution of peer lifetime, the probability that the peer is still present at time t is e −µ(t−s) . Then, the probability that a TS peer that contains video at x at time t, l(t, x; µ), is l(t, x; µ) = 
When an LS peer arrives at time s, it possesses video at position x at time t only when s ≤ x. The set of the pairs of the live video position and arrival time is the line segment from (0, 0) to (x, x) shown on the left side of Fig. 4 . Then, by incorporating the likelihood of a peer's departure before time t, the probability that an LS peer that contains video at x at time t is expressed as
Finally, p can be written as p = Pr {L c } Pr {x is possessed at time t|L c } + Pr {L} Pr {x is possessed at time t|L}
where L is the event that an LS peer joins the system. By inserting (5) into (2), we rewrite (2) as
where (1 − α)λtl(t, x; µ) corresponds to the expected number of TS peers that possess video at position x at time t and α λ µ e −µt (e µx − 1) corresponds to the expected number of LS peers that possess x at time t.
In (6), the video availability is predicted to increase linearly as the peer's join rate λ increases. This result demonstrates that the system is self-scalable. The availability of the early portion of the video continues to decrease as t → ∞, which indicates that time-shifted streams have to be provided by the video server at a later time. In Fig. 5 , the video availability is predicted by evaluating (6) with λ = 1.125 joins per second, 1/µ = 120 seconds, and α = 0.5. In the figure, the video near the live stream is available at many peers, the majority of which are LS peers. As time progresses, more video frames become available and the overall video availability decreases. contribution from LS peers and TS peers is separately shown. The expected number of TS peers having video at position x at time t peaks when x = t/2, whereas the expected number of LS peers at time t peaks at the live video position of x = t and its value is lim t→x α λ µ e −µt (e µx − 1) ≈ αλ/µ. Although the videos stored at either LS or TS peer have high overlaps at time 300s, the overlap dramatically decreases at time 900s. This result implies that at a later time of the session more TS peers have to connect to the server, which was already observed in Fig. 5 .
V. FAST PREFETCHING
In the previous section, we have observed that the video availability decreases over time. Server load is highly affected by video availability because higher video availability allows more peers to obtain video from other peers, thus reducing the number of connections made to the server. In this section we propose fast prefetching, which allows peers to download video more rapidly. Fast prefetching exploits the relaxed transfer deadline of time-shifted streams when compared to the live stream. As an input device such as a video camera generates a video signal, the live video is immediately encoded and transmitted to peers. On the other hand, time-shifted streams are the past portion of the video, already encoded and stored somewhere in the system. Fast prefetching also exploits the extra uplink bandwidth of peers.
A. Improving Video Availability
Suppose a TS child receives a time-shifted stream from its parent. When its parent has sufficient uplink bandwidth, the stream can be pushed to the child faster than playback speed. Since fast prefetching facilitates video dissemination among peers, video availability can be improved accordingly. Fast prefetching also improves the video playback quality of TS peers. With fast prefetching, peer buffers grow faster than playback speed, which reduces the urgency for acquiring later packets. When a peer is disconnected due to failure of its parent, it reconnects to the overlay. Since the peer has more video frames to play back until it resumes to receive later video, it experiences statistically less video disruption due to buffer underflow.
Since fast prefetching is based on the relaxed transfer deadline of time-shifted streams, it does not benefit LS peers. When LS peers are disconnected from the overlay, they often experience buffer underflow because the playout deadline of a video packet is kept small in live streaming. To compensate for a tight play-out deadline, LS peers connect to peers that can minimize the number of logical hops to the source [35] . Using this criterion, LS peers attempt to reduce disruptions in receiving the video when their parent fails or leaves unexpectedly. Figure 8 . An example of fast prefetching for TS peers. The parent peer can serve two children concurrently. At time t, the excess download at Child 1 due to fast prefetching is
The effects of fast prefetching are illustrated in Fig. 8 . In this illustration, the uplink of the parent is assumed to be twice the video bitrate. P (t) is the video trajectory of the parent. After Child 1 connects to its parent, it prefetches the video faster than the playback speed until Child 2 connects to the same parent. The trajectories of the downloaded video for Child 1 and 2 are depicted as C 1 (t) and C 2 (t), respectively. If fast prefetching is not employed, Child 1 receives video at the playback speed, which is marked by C 1 (t). Since fast prefetching enables peers to download video faster than at the playback speed, the peer database's estimation on the peers' buffer state may deviate from the actual buffers. To correct mismatches incurred at the database, peers intermittently report their buffer state to the video server.
B. Selecting Parents that Maximize Prefetching
LS peers choose their parents according to the number of hops to the server, which is certainly not optimal for TS peers because the video disruption is less likely due to fast prefetching. To maximize prefetching, we propose a new parent selection algorithm for TS peers, which estimates video download for each parent candidate. When Parent Candidate i is probed by a TS peer that requests the video from position x, the parent candidate reports (1) the download rate q i from its current parent, (2) the number of bits cached at Parent Candidate i and requested by the TS peer (e.g., a part of the requested substream and beyond the position x), denoted by l i , and (3) the maximum upload rate it can offer to the TS peer, denoted by r i .
In Fig. 9 , q i , r i , and l i reported by Parent Candidate i are depicted over time. The Y-axis shows the video position in bits. Note that the rates and the buffer amount were adjusted to reflect the number of trees. As each multicast tree delivers a 1/k fraction of the video bitstream, q i , r i , and l i were multiplied by k for the illustration (k is the number of trees).
After probing the candidates, the TS peer computes the amount of prefetched video that it expects to receive time D after connecting to each parent candidate: if the peer's download catches up with its parent's download before time D has elapsed, the expected download is D · q i + l i . Otherwise, the expected download is D · r i (see Fig. 9 ). The value of D is chosen to be sufficiently small, as q i and r i may change over time. The best candidate k is chosen according to the rule
The video server is selected as a parent only when there is no peer possessing the requested video or when no peer that possesses the requested video has available bandwidth. It should also be noted that the server does not participate in fast prefetching in order to minimize its uplink bandwidth usage. 
C. Uplink Bandwidth Partitioning
To support fast prefetching, peers partition their available uplink bandwidth to children as follows:
(Step 1) Allocate the tree bitrate r(= R/k) to every LS child. R is the video bitrate and k is the number of trees.
(
Step 2) Allocate r to every TS child who completed fast prefetching (the child's latest video time stamp is the same as the parent's latest video time stamp).
(Step 3) Computer = U/n,r ≥ r. U is the remaining uplink bandwidth after Step 2, and n is the number of TS children who have not been assigned bandwidth in the previous steps. If some TS children have a smaller downlink capacity thanr, the bandwidth allocated to them is curtailed in order not to overwhelm them. The remaining bandwidth is evenly allocated to the remaining TS children.
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Note that the server performs no bandwidth partitioning because it supports no fast prefetching. Step 1, LS children are assigned the tree bitrate. In
Step 2, TS children that have completed fast prefetching are assigned the tree bitrate. In
Step 3, TS children that can perform fast prefetching are assigned the remaining uplink bandwidth evenly. Every peer except the server regularly performs bandwidth partitioning.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiments in the ns-2 simulator [36] , 150 peers join and leave repeatedly with an average lifetime of 120 seconds. We used the Mother and Daughter sequence, encoded at R = 420 kbps, using H.264/AVC with an intraframe period of 15 frames. Two B frames were encoded between anchor frames. The video server's uplink bandwidth was set to 20R. 2R was allocated to LS peers, and the rest of the server's uplink bandwidth was allocated to TS peers. The peer uplink bandwidth was set to 2R and the download bandwidth was set to 4R. On joining at time t, half of the peers watched the live stream. The rest of them watched the stream shifted by a random delay ranging from 0 to t.
First, we examine the system without fast prefetching. Fig. 11 is the plot of the experimental results for video availability among peers. The value associated with the pair (t, x) represents the average number of peers that possess video at position x at time t. The result closely matches the video availability predicted by the model in Section IV and shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 12 shows the video availability for the model and the experiments in terms of the number of TS peers that possess video at position x (0 ≤ x ≤ 900) at time 900s (no LS peers were present). It is notable that video availability peaks at 450s, the half point of the video available at 900s, under the assumption of random video access. As with Fig. 5 and 11 , the video availability predicted by the model closely matches the averaged video availability of the experiments. As the session proceeds, only a small neighborhood of the video near the live stream is cached by the majority of the peers. The extent of the neighborhood is determined by several factors, one of which is the average peer lifetime. The expected number of peers that cache a past portion continues to decrease over time, as expected from the analysis. Figure 12 . Video availability at 900 seconds. Averaged over 100 simulation runs. Only TS peers (α = 0) joined the system at the rate of λ = 1.125 joins per second. 1/µ = 120 seconds.
Next, we study the system behavior when fast prefetching is employed. In Fig. 13 , the average number of direct children of the server is plotted for three different cases:
• No fast prefetching is performed.
• Fast prefetching with parent selection minimum hops.
For both TS and LS peers, parents that minimize the number of logical hops to the server are selected.
• Fast prefetching with parent selection maximum throughput. The parent selection algorithm described in Section V-B is used (D is set to 10 seconds). The graphs show that with fast prefetching, fewer connections directly to the server are established because peers find their requested video among other peers more often than without fast prefetching. The proposed parent selection algorithm further reduces the server load, compared to the case where parent selection minimum hops was used.
As the session progresses, more TS peers connect to the server. This causes peers to experience less peer churn, leading to higher video quality at the cost of server bandwidth. Since only few TS peers need to connect to the video server at the early stage of a session, we evaluate video quality for the first 900 seconds. When there are missing or late packets that do not arrive in time, the last fully decoded frame is displayed until the next I frame arrives. Table I summarizes average video quality and server load. The average PSNR is computed at the end of the simulation by taking the average of the PSNR value of the video frames displayed at all peers. For missing frames, copy error concealment (display of the previously decoded frame) is used. The table indicates that fast prefetching achieves higher or similar video quality with reduced server load. We observe that fast prefetching with parent selection maximum throughput outperforms no fast prefetching by 2 dB for TS peers with about 40% sever load reduction. In Fig. 13 , the server load remains low at the early stage of the session because TS peers can easily find peers to connect to. Toward the end of the session, in contrast, more TS peers need to receive video from the video server as fewer peers are found to cache video. Finally, we investigate the sensitivity of fast prefetching against D. Recall that D denotes a look-ahead time, the time a TS peer looks ahead to compute the expected download. In the experiment, we had 75 TS peers with uplink speed of 2R, with 60 seconds of average lifetime and 6 seconds of average off-time. Simulations ran for 900 seconds and the average download speed at which a peer received video was averaged over 20 simulations. Fig. 14 shows the average download rate, which is normalized by the video bitrate. We observe that the average download peaks near 0 and decreases as D increases, indicating that large D may overestimate expected downloads because selected parents may depart the system. However, the download speed is not very sensitive to the value of D, showing only a 3% drop from the peak value for 1 ≤ D ≤ 20. The download rate becomes nearly flat as D approaches the average peer lifetime. It is worth noting that when D ≈ 0, the maximum-throughput algorithm in Eq. 7 can be viewed as a maximum-download-rate algorithm; when D ≈ 0 and l i is moderate, min (D · q i + l i , D · r i ) approximates to D · r i , thereby arg max i min (D · q i + l i , D · r i ) ≈ arg max i r i . 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a tree-based P2P live streaming system like SPPM is shown to support time-shifted streaming without any fundamental changes in the system architecture. To understand the distribution of video segments among peers, we modeled the average number of peers that possess the required video segments cached in their buffers, defined as video availability. The model and the experiments revealed that few peers request time-shifted streams from the server at the early stage of the session because they can connect to peers who have been caching the live stream, and that the server load increases as the session progresses since a smaller number of peers are likely to have the requested time-shifted streams. The video availability improves more significantly when fast prefetching is combined with the maximum throughput parent selection. This shows that the overlay may look very different depending on what objectives are pursued in the overlay construction.
In this work, we considered the continuous bitstream consisting of past video packets stored in peers' local storage. One can devise more sophisticated caching algorithms, which may allow multiple chunks of video that are not necessarily continuous in bitstream. Server bandwidth allocation is also an important research problem. We have found that time-shifted streaming often requires more server bandwidth than live streaming because peers that request past portion of video need to connect to the server if the requested video chunk is not available from other peers. Thus, the server needs to divide its finite uplink bandwidth between live streaming and time-shifted streaming dynamically in order to maximize the overall video quality of peers.
